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Abstract. In 2001, Tseng, Jan, and Chien proposed an improved version of Peyravian–Zunic’s
password authentication scheme based on the Diffie–Hellman scheme. Later, Yang, Chang, and
Hwang demonstrated that Tseng–Jan–Chien’s scheme is vulnerable to a modification attack, and
then described an improved scheme. In this paper, we show that Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme is
still vulnerable to a denial-of-service attack and a stolen-verifier attack. In addition, we also propose
an improved scheme with better security.
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1. Introduction

Password authentication is a popular approach often used to authenticate users logining
any kind of servers due to its simplicity and convenience. Password authentication in-
volves the requesting entity, the user, providing a secret to the receiving entity, the server,
which then checks the secret against a value stored earlier to confirm the authenticity
of the user. To avoid incurring heavy computational overhead to the application system,
many password authentication schemes mainly using one-way hash functions as their
basic building blocks have been proposed. In 1981, Lamport (Lamport, 1981) initially
proposed a password authentication scheme based on one-way hash functions. However,
high hash overhead and the necessity for password resetting decrease its suitability for
practical use. Additionally, Lamport’s scheme is vulnerable to a preplay attack (Mitchell
and Chen, 1996). In 1990, Shimizu (Shimizu, 1990) proposed a hash-based password
authentication scheme, CINON, in which the one-time characteristic is gained by using
two variable random numbers that are changed at each authentication. However, the user
has to memorize two variable random numbers. This inconvenience obstructs the deploy-
ment of CINON. To eliminate the drawback of CINON, Shimizu, Horioka, and Inagaki
(Shimizuet al., 1998) proposed an enhanced scheme, PERM, in which the user doesn’t
need to memorize any random number. Instead, a random number is stored in the server
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for authenticating the user. It is only when the server receives the correct response cor-
responding to the sent challenge, i.e., the stored random number, he will believe that the
user is authentic and then refresh the stored random number. Unfortunately, PERM was
found to be vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack (Sandirigamaet al., 2000) in that
the adversary can impersonate the user by modifying two consecutive sessions between
the user and the server.

In 2000, Sandirigama, Shimizu, and Noda (Sandirigamaet al., 2000) proposed a sim-
ple hash-based password authentication scheme, SAS, which was claimed to be superior
to previous similar schemes in utilization, processing time, and transmission overhead.
However, SAS was later found to be vulnerable to a replay attack, a denial-of-service at-
tack (Linet al., 2001), and a stolen-verifier attack (Chen and Ku, 2002). To overcome the
weaknesses of SAS, Lin, Sun, and Hwang (Linet al., 2001) proposed an improved ver-
sion, OSPA. However, OSPA was found to be vulnerable to a stolen-verifier attack (Chen
and Ku, 2002) and a man-in-the-middle attack (Tsuji and Shimizu, 2003). Next, Lin,
Shen, and Hwang (Linet al., 2003) proposed an improved version of OSPA by addition-
ally using smart cards. Unfortunately, Ku, Tsai, and Chen (Kuet al., 2003c) found that
Lin–Shen–Hwang’s scheme is still vulnerable to a denial-of-service attack and a replay
attack.

Independent of the above mentioned schemes, Peyravian and Zunic (Peyravian and
Zunic, 2000) also proposed a hash-based password authentication scheme, which in-
volves the protected password transmission protocol and the protected password change
protocol. Later, Hwang and Yeh (Hwang and Yeh, 2002) showed that Peyravian–Zunic’s
scheme is vulnerable to an off-line password guessing attack, a server spoofing attack,
and a server data eavesdropping attack, and then proposed a modified scheme. How-
ever, Hwang–Yeh’s scheme is inefficient and inconvenient because of using the public-
key cryptosystem. Furthermore, Hwang–Yeh’s scheme was found to be vulnerable to a
denial-of-service attack and the threat of a replay attack (Kuet al., 2003a). Next, Lee,
Li, and Hwang (Leeet al., 2002) proposed another improvement of Peyravian–Zunic’s
scheme. However, Ku, Chen, and Lee (Kuet al., 2003b) demonstrated that Lee–Li–
Hwang’s scheme is still vulnerable to a denial-of-service attack, a stolen-verifier attack,
and an off-line password guessing attack. In 2001, Tseng, Jan, and Chien (Tsenget al.,
2001) also pointed out the weaknesses of Peyravian–Zunic’s scheme, and then proposed
an improved version based on the Diffie–Hellman scheme (Diffie and Hellman, 1976).
However, Tseng–Jan–Chien’s scheme was found to be vulnerable to a modification attack
(Yanget al., 2003), which is a kind of denial-of-service attacks, and a stolen-verifier at-
tack (Hsiehet al., 2003). Recently, Yang, Chang, and Hwang (Yanget al., 2003) proposed
an improved version of Tseng–Jan–Chien’s scheme and claimed that their scheme is se-
cure against the password guessing attack, the replay attack, the server spoofing attack,
and the modification attack. Unfortunately, we find that Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme is
still vulnerable to a denial-of-service attack and a stolen-verifier attack. In this paper, we
will first review Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme, and then describe its weaknesses. The
rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review Yang–Chang–
Hwang’s scheme. Then, we show the weaknesses of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme in
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Section 3. Then, we will propose an improved scheme with better resistances to the
denial-of-service attack and the stolen-verifier attack in Section 4. Finally, conclusions
are made in Section 5.

2. Review of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s Scheme

Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme (Yanget al., 2003) involves the protected password trans-
mission protocol and the protected password change protocol. Its protected password
transmission protocol is identical to the one of Tseng–Jan–Chien’s scheme while its pro-
tected password change protocol was intended to be an improvement of the one of Tseng–
Jan–Chien’s scheme. For readers’ convenience, we will review Yang–Chang–Hwang’s
scheme before demonstrating its weaknesses. The notations used throughout this paper
are described as follows. Notationsid andpw represent the identity and the password of
the client, respectively.H(· ) denotes a one-way hash function and⊕ represents the bit-
wise XOR operation. Initially, the server publishes two large prime numbersp andq such
that q | p − 1 and a generatorg with orderq in the Galois fieldGF (p). To register as a
user, the client computeshpw = H(id, pw), and delivershpw along withid to the server
through a secure channel. Then, the server creates an entry in the database for the client
to storehpw as the verifier ofpw. The protected password transmission protocol and the
protected password change protocol of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme can be described
as in the following.

2.1. Protected Password Transmission Protocol

The protected password transmission protocol is invoked whenever the client requests to
login the server by usingpw.

StepT1. Client−→ Server:id, hpw ⊕ rc.

The client entersid andpw to computehpw = H(id, pw), and chooses a random
numberc ∈ [1, q − 1] to computerc = gc modp andhpw ⊕ rc. Next, the client sendsid
andhpw ⊕ rc to the server.

StepT2. Server−→ Client:hpw ⊕ rs, H(hpw, rcs, rc).

The server retrievesrc from the second item of the message received inStepT1
by using the stored verifierhpw. In addition, the server chooses a random numbers ∈
[1, q − 1] to computers = gs modp andhpw ⊕ rs. Next, the server computesrcs =
rcs = gcs modp, and then useshpw, the computedrcs, and the retrievedrc to compute
H(hpw, rcs, rc). Then, the server sendshpw ⊕ rs andH(hpw, rcs, rc) to the client.

StepT3. Client−→ Server:id, H(hpw, rcs, rs).

The client retrievesrs from the first item of the message received inStepT2 by using
hpw, and then computesrcs = rsc = gsc modp. Next, the client useshpw, rc, and
rcs to computeH(hpw, rcs, rc). If the computed result equals the second item of the
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message received inStepT2, the server is authenticated. Next, the client useshpw, rcs,
andrs to computeH(hpw, rcs, rs), and then sendsid andH(hpw, rcs, rs) to the server.

StepT4. Server−→ Client: Access Granted/Denied.

The server usesrcs, rs, and the stored verifierhpw to computeH(hpw, rcs, rs). If
the computed result equals the second item of the message received inStepT3, the server
grants the client’s login request and sends ‘Access Granted’ to the client. Otherwise, the
server rejects the client’s login request and sends ‘Access Denied’ to the client. After
successful mutual authentication, the client and the server can computeH(rcs) and use
it as the session key for protecting the messages exchanged between them in this session.

2.2. Protected Password Change Protocol

The protected password change protocol is invoked whenever the client requests to
change his passwordpw with a new one, saypwnew.

StepC1. Client−→ Server:id, hpw ⊕ rc, hpwnew ⊕ rc.

The client entersid andpw to computehpw = H(id, pw) and chooses a random
numberc ∈ [1, q − 1] to computerc = gc modp andhpw ⊕ rc. In addition, the client
chooses his new passwordpwnew, and then computeshpwnew = H(id, pwnew) and
hpwnew ⊕ rc. Next, the client sendsid, hpw ⊕ rc, andhpwnew ⊕ rc to the server.

StepC2. Server−→ Client:hpw ⊕ rs, H(hpw, rcs, rc).

The server retrievesrc from the second item of the message received inStepC1 by
using the stored verifierhpw, and then uses the retrievedrc to retrievehpwnew from
the third item of the message received inStepC1. Next, the server chooses a random
numbers ∈ [1, q − 1] to computers = gs modp andhpw ⊕ rs. In addition, the server
computesrcs = rcs = gcs modp, and then uses the stored verifierhpw, the computed
rcs, and the retrievedrc to computeH(hpw, rcs, rc). Next, the server sendshpw ⊕ rs

andH(hpw, rcs, rc) to the client.

StepC3. Client−→ Server:id, H(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew.

The client retrievesrs from the first item of the message received inStepC2 by us-
ing hpw, and then computesrcs = rsc = gsc modp. Next, the client useshpw, rcs,
andrc to computeH(hpw, rcs, rc). If the computed result equals the second item of
the message received inStepC2, the server is authenticated. After successfully authen-
ticating the server, the client usesrcs, hpw, hpwnew, and the retrievedrs to compute
H(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew, and then sendsid andH(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew to the
server.

StepC4. Server−→ Client: Accepted/Denied.

The server uses the previously obtainedhpwnew to retrieveH(hpw, rcs, rs) from
the second item of the message received inStepC3, and uses the stored verifierhpw,
the previously computedrcs, and rs to computeH(hpw, rcs, rs). If the computed
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H(hpw, rcs, rs) equals the retrieved one, the server authenticates the client, and then
updates the stored verifierhpw with hpwnew and sends ‘Accepted’ to the client. Other-
wise, the server sends ‘Denied’ to the client.

3. Weaknesses of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s Scheme

In this section, we will show that Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme (Yanget al., 2003) is
vulnerable to a denial-of-service attack and a stolen-verifier attack.

3.1. Denial-of-Service Attack

The denial-of-service attack is an attack leading a legal user can not login the server
or the server can not provide service normally. Next, we will demonstrate the way to
mount a denial-of-service attack on Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme. Suppose that the
client requests to change his passwordpw with a new one, saypwnew, by invoking
the protected password change protocol. DuringStepC1, an adversary, say Eve, can
replace the transmittinghpwnew ⊕ rc with (hpwnew ⊕ rc) ⊕ re, wherere is a ran-
dom number selected by Eve. Upon receiving the modified message inStepC1, the
server will retrieverc by using the stored verifierhpw, and then use the retrievedrc
to retrievehpwnew ⊕ re from the received(hpwnew ⊕ rc) ⊕ re (= (hpwnew ⊕ re)
⊕rc). Next, the server will choose a random numbers ∈ [1, q − 1] to compute
rs = gs modp, hpw ⊕ rs, rcs = rcs = gcs modp, and H(hpw, rcs, rc). Then,
the server sendshpw ⊕ rs and H(hpw, rcs, rc) to the client inStepC2. Upon re-
ceiving the message received inStepC2, the client will successfully authenticate the
server. Then, the client will sendid and H(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew to the server in
StepC3. DuringStepC3, Eve can replace the transmittingH(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew

with (H(hpw, rcs, rs)⊕hpwnew)⊕re. Upon receiving the modified message inStepC3,
the server will use the previously obtainedhpwnew⊕re to retrieveH(hpw, rcs, rs) from
the received (H(hpw, rcs, rs)⊕ hpwnew)⊕ re (= (hpwnew ⊕ re)⊕H(hpw, rcs, rs)).
In addition, the server will usehpw, rcs, andrs to computeH(hpw, rcs, rs). Since the
computedH(hpw, rcs, rs) equals the retrieved one, the server authenticates the client
and then changes the stored verifierhpw with hpwnew ⊕ re, which clearly does not
equal the expectedhpwnew. That is, the server is fooled into takinghpwnew ⊕ re as the
client’s new verifier. Henceforth, the client’s login and password change requests using
hpwnew will be denied. Since the adversary can easily block the account of any client
without using cryptographic techniques, Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme is vulnerable to
a denial-of-service attack.

3.2. Stolen-Verifier Attack

In most existing password authentication schemes, the server stores the verifiers of users’
passwords rather than users’ bare passwords to reduce the risk once the server is com-
promised. The stolen-verifier attack is an offensive attack that the adversary who has
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stolen the user’s verifier can impersonate that user and/or perform other attacks. Next, we
will describe the way to mount a stolen-verifier attack on Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme.
Clearly, once an adversary, say Eve, has stolen an ever used verifier, she can compute its
succeeding verifier if she has also intercepted the corresponding message transmitted in
StepC1. By iteratively applying the above method, Eve can obtain the client’s current
verifierhpw. Suppose that Eve has obtained, either directly or indirectly, the client’s cur-
rent verifierhpw. First, Eve can choose a random numbere to computere = ge modp

andhpw ⊕ re, and then impersonate the client to sendid andhpw ⊕ re to the server
in StepT1 of the protected password transmission protocol. Upon receiving the forged
message, the server will use the stored verifierhpw to retrievere from the second re-
ceived item, and then choose a random numbers to computers = gs modp, hpw ⊕ rs,
res = res = ges modp, andH(hpw, res, re). Next, the sever will sendhpw ⊕ rs and
H(hpw, res, re) to Eve. Then, Eve can use the stolen verifierhpw to retrievers from the
first received item, and then computeres = rse = gse modp andH(hpw, res, rs). Next,
Eve sendsid andH(hpw, res, rs) to the server inStepT3. Then, the server will use the
stored verifierhpw and the previously computedres andrs to computeH(hpw, res, rs).
Since the computedH(hpw, res, rs) equals the second item of the received message, the
server will grant Eve’s login request, i.e., Eve can successfully impersonate the client to
login the server and obtain the resources or services she needs. Similarly, Eve can also
use the stolen verifierhpw to change the client’s passwordpw with her own password
pwe by invoking the protected password change protocol. As the client’s verifier will be
replaced withhpwe (= H(id, pwe)), Eve can usepwe to impersonate the client to login
the server. In this case, the client’s succeeding login requests usingpw will be denied.

Alternatively, knowinghpw, Eve can also perform a man-in-the-middle attack as fol-
lows. During the client’s login process, Eve can use the stolenhpw to impersonate the
server to fool the client into establishing a session key with her and simultaneously im-
personate the client to fool the server into establishing another session key with her.
Therefore, Eve can decrypt all the encrypted messages exchanged between the client and
the server. Clearly, such an attack can not be easily detected.

4. An Improved Version of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s Scheme

In this section, we will describe an improved version of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme
with better security strength.

4.1. The Improved Scheme

As in Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme, the server initially publishes two large prime num-
bersp andq such thatq | p − 1 and a generatorg with orderq in GF (p). To register
as a user, the client computeshpw = H(id, pw) and delivershpw along withid to the
server through a secure channel. Then, the server computesenc hpw = hpw⊕H(x, id),
wherex is a secret storage key of the server, and creates an entry in the database to store
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enc hpw for the client. It is assumed thatx is under strict protection. The improved pro-
tected password transmission protocol and protected password change protocol can be
described as in the following.

4.1.1. Improved Protected Password Transmission Protocol
The improved protected password transmission protocol is identical to the one of Yang–
Chang–Hwang’s scheme except thatStepT2 is slightly changed intoStepT2′ as follows:

StepT2′. Server−→ Client:hpw ⊕ rs, H(hpw, rcs, rc).

The server computesH(x, id) and then uses the result to retrievehpw from the stored
enc hpw (= hpw⊕H(x, id)). Next, the server uses the retrievedhpw to retrieverc from
the second item of the message received inStepT1. In addition, the server chooses a
random numbers ∈ [1, q − 1] to computers = gs modp and hpw ⊕ rs. Next, the
server computesrcs = rcs = gcs modp, and then useshpw, rcs, andrc to compute
H(hpw, rcs, rc). Then, the server sendshpw ⊕ rs andH(hpw, rcs, rc) to the client. As
in Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme, the client and the server can computeH(rcs) after
successful mutual authentication and then use it as the session key for protecting the
messages exchanged between them in this session.

4.1.2. Improved Protected Password Change Protocol
StepsC1, C2, C3, and C4 of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme are changed into C1′, C2′,
C3′, and C4′, respectively, as follows:

StepC1′. Client−→ Server:id, hpw ⊕ rc.

The client entersid andpw to computehpw = H(id, pw) and chooses a random
numberc ∈ [1, q − 1] to computerc = gc modp andhpw ⊕ rc. Next, the client sendsid
andhpw ⊕ rc to the server.

StepC2′. Server−→ Client:hpw ⊕ rs, H(hpw, rcs, rc).

The server computesH(x, id) and then uses the result to retrievehpw from the stored
enc hpw (= hpw ⊕ H(x, id)). Next, the server uses the retrievedhpw to retrieverc

from the second item of the message received inStepC1′. In addition, the server chooses
a random numbers ∈ [1, q − 1] to computers = gs modp andhpw ⊕ rs. Next, the
server computesrcs = rcs = gcs modp, and then useshpw, rcs, andrc to compute
H(hpw, rcs, rc). Then, the server sendshpw ⊕ rs andH(hpw, rcs, rc) to the client.

StepC3′. Client−→ Server:id, H(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew, H(rcs, hpwnew).

The client retrievesrs from the first item of the message received inStepC2′ by
usinghpw, and then computesrcs = rsc = gsc modp. Next, the client useshpw, rcs,
andrc to computeH(hpw, rcs, rc). If the computed result equals the second item of
the message received inStepC2′, the server is authenticated. Then, the client chooses
his new passwordpwnew, and then computeshpwnew = H(id, pwnew). Next, the client
usesrcs, hpw, hpwnew, and the retrievedrs to computeH(hpw, rcs, rs)⊕hpwnew and
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H(rcs, hpwnew), and then sendsid, H(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew, andH(rcs, hpwnew)
to the server.

StepC4′. Server−→ Client: Accepted/Denied.

The server useshpw, rcs, andrs to computeH(hpw, rcs, rs) and then uses the com-
puted result to retrievehpwnew from the second item of the message received inStepC3′.
Next, the server usesrcs and the retrievedhpwnew to computeH(rcs, hpwnew). If the
computed result equals the third item of the message received inStepC3′, the server
authenticates the client, and then updates the storedenc hpw with enc hpwnew =
hpwnew ⊕ H(x, id) and sends ‘Accepted’ to the client. Otherwise, the server rejects the
client’s login request and sends ‘Denied’ to the client.

4.2. Security Analysis of The Improved Scheme

The resistances of the improved scheme to the replay attack, the password guessing at-
tack, and the server spoofing attack are similar to the ones of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s
scheme (Yanget al., 2003), and we omit the proofs for clearness. Next, we will show that
the improved scheme can additionally resist the denial-of-service attack and the stolen-
verifier attack. Let Eve denote the adversary.

4.2.1. Resistance to Denial-of-Service Attack
Suppose that the client requests to change his passwordpw with pwnew by invoking
the improved protected password change protocol. Upon receiving the client’s request
sent in StepC1′, the server will computeH(x, id) to retrievehpw from the stored
enc hpw. Next, the server will usehpw to retrievesrc from the receivedhpw ⊕ rc.
In addition, the server will choose a random numbers ∈ [1, q − 1] to compute
rs = gs modp, hpw ⊕ rs, rcs = rcs = gcs modp, andH(hpw, rcs, rc), and then
sendhpw ⊕ rs andH(hpw, rcs, rc) to the client inStepC2′. Upon receiving the mes-
sage sent inStepC2′, the client will successfully authenticate the server and sendid,
H(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew, and H(rcs, hpwnew) to the server inStepC3′. If Eve
can replace the transmittingH(hpw, rcs, rs) ⊕ hpwnew and H(rcs, hpwnew) with
(H(hpw, rcs, rs)⊕hpwnew)⊕re andH(rcs, hpwnew⊕re), wherere is a random num-
ber selected by Eve, respectively, she can fool the server into updating the storedenc hpw

with hpwnew ⊕re⊕H(x, id) so that the client’s subsequent login requests and password
change requests will be denied. However, Eve can not produceH(rcs, hpwnew ⊕ re)
because she can not obtainrcs andhpwnew by analyzing the protocol messages. Thus,
the improved scheme can resist the denial-of-service attack.

4.2.2. Resistance to Stolen-Verifier Attack
Suppose that Eve has stolenenc hpw. As enc hpw = hpw ⊕ H(x, id), Eve can derive
hpw only if she knowsH(x, id), which implies that she knowsx, the secret storage key
of the server. However, sincex is under strict protection as assumed, it is infeasible for
Eve to derivehpw in this way. Therefore, the improved scheme can prevent from the
stolen-verifier attack.
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5. Conclusion

Herein, we have shown that Yang–Chang–Hwang’s password authentication scheme,
which was intended to be an improved version of Tseng–Jan–Chien’s password authenti-
cation scheme, is still vulnerable to a denial-of-service attack and a stolen-verifier attack.
As analyzed, the security flaws of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme are due to two prob-
lems. First, the integrity of the transmitted messages from the user to the server in the
protected password change protocol are not well protected. The adversary can modify
the transmitted messages to block the account of the user without being detected by the
server. Secondly, although the server stores the verifier of the user’s password rather than
the user’s bare password to reduce the risk once the server is compromised, the adversary
can still use the stolen verifier to impersonate the user. Furthermore, we have described an
improved version of Yang–Chang–Hwang’s scheme with better resistances to the denial-
of-service attack and the stolen-verifier attack.
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Yang–Chang–Hwang slaptažodžio autentiškumo schemos trūkumai ir
pagerinimai

Wei-Chi KU, Hao-Chuan TSAI

Tseng, Jan ir Chien 2001 buvo pasiūlyta pagerinta Peyravian–Zunic slaptažodžio autentiškumo
schema, pagr↪ista Diffie–Hellman schema. V̇eliau, Yang, Chang ir Hwang pademonstravo, kad
Tseng–Jan–Chien schema yra pažeidžiama modifikavimo ataka, ir pasiūlė pagerint↪a schem↪a. Šia-
me straipsnyje parodoma, kad Yang–Chang–Hwang schema yra pažeidžiama serviso-paneigimo ir
pavogto-tikrintojo atak↪u. Dėl to geresniam saugumui pasiūlyta pagerinta schema.


